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New student center to honor Graham Gund, inflate his ego

BY GRAHAM GUND
Self-explanatory

In a continuation of a recent trend, Graham Gund ’63 will be designing the new student center tentatively named the Graham Gund Center for the Promotion of Graham Gund. Fashioned as a three-story replica of Graham Gund’s face, students will use the building as both a dormitory and a quiet space in which they can study Graham Gund or reflect on the majesty of Graham Gund’s many buildings at campus.

“Tentatively named the Graham Gund Center, the building as both a dormitory and a quiet space in which they can study Graham Gund,” said student Anthony Black. “It’s a great addition to the campus.”

Student council elections continue as McMath primary looms large

BY FOX NEWS
Bush Administration Groupies

As the school year comes to a close, the race for Kenyon College Student Council president is still undecided, and may continue into next fall. The two contestants, Pauline Newman ’09 and Phil McBride, are neck-and-neck with no clear winner in sight.

“Students have been战役ing this for weeks now, and it’s becoming increasingly clear that this race is going to go down to the wire,” said one of Newman’s campaign managers. “We’re confident that we can pull this off, but nothing is guaranteed until election day.”

Dean Gocial discovers her love of parties

BY ANONYMOUS P. HANCOCK
Party with Gocial regularly

Dean of Students Tammy Gocial has finally seen the light. After being hounded by the students for weeks, Gocial has finally decided to step out and live a little. “I’ve been so focused on work and my duties as dean,” said Gocial. “But now I want to experience life beyond the walls of my office.”

The dean has been regularing attending parties and social events around campus, with mixed results. “I’ve been to a few events and they’ve all been a bit of a disaster,” said Gocial. “But I’m trying to enjoy myself and not take things too seriously.”

“Dean Gocial has finally decided to step out and live a little,” said one of her students. “She’s finally letting loose and having some fun.”
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Class of 2012 most sociopathic ever

BY BIF
Are you in there, McFly?

In a recently released statement, the Kenyon College Office of Admissions stated that the class of 2012 had the highest SAT scores, the most distinguished high school achievements and the most sociopathic tendencies of all recently admitted classes. “While we do anticipate a higher number of admissions on account of various factors and academic trends, we think that the academic credentials of this class more than make up for their behavioral discrepancy,” said Royal Vice Assistant Dean of Statistical Analysis in Admissions Ralph Gunderson. Esq.  “Furthermore, given the ability of this class for intimidation and physical violence, I think we should see a marked improvement in the average GPA of professors and understand the special needs of this class.”

There have been mixed reactions to the announcement. Said a political science professor who wishes to remain anonymous, “We in the political science department welcome this announcement, as it is well known that sociopaths are drawn to the works of Machiavelli and Nietzsche. We believe that there is great potential that the class of 2012 can thrive, much the highest level of government and do more harm to the greatest number of people.” A professor of sociology who also asked to remain anonymous commented, “Culture could change at an institution. Just as many students thought it was taboo carry cell phones on Middle Path a few years ago, in a few years, stabbings on Middle Path might come to be accepted as well.”

In a random Facebook survey of the favorite interests of the class of 2012, the most common were “porn for movies,” “American Psychos,” “The Deer Hunter,” Schindler’s List (as porn) and Requiem for a Dream (as porn), with common entries for interests “trapping small animals” and “scary novelists on porn.” “Vermin, incoming in one year also listed themselves as leaders in student government, valedictorians and leaders on campus community. Commenting on the apparent discrepancy, a psychology professor said, ‘It really boils down to a sense of entitlement.’ Said Jordan Nutter ’08, ‘One of the first years’ leaves on the Noche.”

Nugent: Case solved

From page 1

In their cell phones. “It was weird. We ar
ome on campus and all of my camp
on, which he obviously well-named ge
es. ‘I would normally have solved the case, but I just had this compulsion to test people on my cell phone while completely ignoring everyone else in the case. So weird.’

After it was determined that the Scooby-Doo detective agency was going to be useless in this case, the College did what it should have done in the first place and listened to Slonczewski.

The student population was notified of the discovery through a student info message, which also invited the students to a town hall-style forum that he became a predictable feature of the Nugent-run Kenyon.

At the forum, Slonczewski, who stood next to the de-accredited president robot and the members of the Scooby Doo detective agency, told the three students who had gathered there how he knew Nugent was a robot under Gund’s control. “It was all pretty obvious,” Slonczewski said. “I mean, how many times has she given us to Gund? Think about the KAC. It was originally a $35 million project, right? Then it ballooned to $70 million, right? Who was the architect for that project? Gund, exactly. He had drawn up plans for a larger building than the one the College had decided upon. When we change the blueprint, he created a president who would agree with everything that he wanted.”

Slonczewski pointed to the new art buildings, “which were designed by whom? Gund.”

“I would have thought you would have gotten it by now,” Slonczewski said. “We are a president’s program, and Gund was the architect for that, and Gund was the person in charge of the project. Everything emanated from the crowd that could be seen.”

“Then there was also the big ‘Property of Graham Gund’ sticker on her back.”

“The recent news that our president was a robot controlled by Graham Gund” is a predictable feature of the Nugent-run Kenyon. “The fact, is, however, we knew and we knew it,” McConnell said. “That’s why we never accused her and we never kept her in the dark.”

“The student population was notified of the discovery through a student info message, which also invited the students to a town hall-style forum that he became a predictable feature of the Nugent-run Kenyon.”

“Just as many students thought it was taboo carry cell phones on Middle Path a few years ago, in a few years, stabbings on Middle Path might come to be accepted as well.”

The opinions page is a space for the student population to discuss issues that are relevant to the campus and the world at large. The opinions expressed on this page are those only of the writers. Columns and letters to the editors do not reflect opinions through a letter to the editor.

The Kenyon Collegian reserves the right to reject any submission. The views expressed in the paper do not necessarily reflect the views of Kenyon College.
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Hazing: Social loosens up, creates new “Let’s Party Policy”

CONSTRUKSHUN

The Kenyon College Health Center has temporarily closed in response to a novel strain of scabies, according to Nurse Practitioner Rebecca Metcalf. “Honestly, we’ve never seen anything like this before,” she said. “We had so many students come in with two, threefoot scabies, and we just don’t have the facilities or resources to accommodate them.”

Metcalf has been working with several members of the science faculty who declined to comment, but have pinpointed the source of the outbreak. “We’re pretty sure the scabies started in the freshman quad; mono and pregnancy have weakened most of the students’ immune systems, so they were extra-susceptible,” she said. “As for the remarkable size of the bugs, we think the rampant cell phone use may have exacerbated the problem... maybe even created a radiation-like effect.”

Callie Mine-LoShun ’11 was one of the students affected by the scabies, and said that she blamed her roommate for the infection. “I like, she uses her cell phone all the time,” said Mine-LoShun.

“I agreed,” said Chief Business Officer Dave McConnell, who was then reminded to speak only when spoken to.

Elections: Race turns ugly as candidates attack

Collegian in an exclusive interview.

“I personally know a Community Advisor who wrote up freshman year and I’ve witnessed him steal redbugs from MiddleGround at least three times.”

Though Chase told the Collegian he “doesn’t like to play dirty,” he said Kenyon students should ask themselves if they want their Student Council president to be a serial prospie-flirt.

Chase claims Newman took “a 10.5 ring.” With the use of her All-stus accused him of having brought scabies to campus. He retaliated by sending out pamphlets that said Newman’s Shock Your Momma costume wasn’t nearly “shocking” enough, and clearly represented a lack of school spirit.

“I’ve really been enjoying watching them duke it out,” Marc Richardson ’11 said, “but they’ve been clogging up my e-mail box. I mean, I kind of miss the all-stu wars about really pointless stuff like which Pokemon character is best. Now everyone only writes All-stus about the candidates, and I was called ‘unpatriotic’ when I used an all-stu to ask for a ride.”

Ham in the Gam: Smokehouse Burger

By Katy Mullwhique

Hamming It Up Expert

Our quaint yet beloved village of Gambier has long been overlooked in most circles of cuisine in favor of flashier, better-established havens for the hungry: Paris, Rome, New York City. Yet here, in the heartland of America, one can find some of the most exquisite morsels of flesh in the Western Hemisphere. For this column, I, Kay Mullwhique, will lead you through the magical mound of meat that awaits in Gambier.

This month, I have decided to take a closer look at one of the most time-honored flavors of Americans: known as the hamburger in France, the hamburger in Italy, and the hamburguesa in Spain, it is the hamburger. No grilled hunk of ground-up meat can escape a trained set like mine for long. I was without too much ado that I soon rounded up all varieties of this delicacy that are found in Gambier.

First, the Village Inn. The dim lighting and mahogany booths lend a 1950s-frat-tastic feel lighting and mahogany booths lend a distinctly clubby, 1950s-frat-tastic feel to this hallowed establishment. The IV’s Patron operates the grill from alumni and professors drooling over a brew at the bar to gaggles of first-year students loudly singing “Happy Birthday” to one of their own. In order to not dis-close my identity as food critic for the Kenyon Collegian, I concealed myself within this latter group and ordered the Smokehouse Burger, which would soon come to be one of my favorite Gambier meats.

The Smokehouse Burger arrives with a towering stack of thickcut fried potatoes, known as “French fries.” Take my advice: get rid of these monsters. They are simply filter food, put there to distract keen observers from fully focusing on the meat before them. Any true lover of this will do as I and toss the fries on the floor. There. Move the burger to the center of the plate. If the waiter was cheeky enough to place a pickle on the plate, throw that as well. Now, a long whiff.

The charcoal overtones are decidedly apparent in the burger’s aroma. One can conjure up images of a bedfire crackling in a stone cave, logs of venison roasting on a spit above Prometheus’ newly-gifted element. The first bite of the burger resonates with the wispy taste of smoke. I’ve had my order of meat rare, the juices of the hamburger will soon begin running and coagulating to create entirely new sensations of taste in your mouth. If, however, you have been so callous to order your burger medium-rare, or medium, or—heaven forbid—well-done, you should put down this newspaper and pick up a publication of less class and prestige—the New Yorker, for example.

By the second bite of the burger, the full spectrum of flavors should be blossoming: there is the delicately tangy, almost fruity taste of the cheddar cheese, the dark, sweet and pungent barbeque sauce, and, of course, the heady taste of the beef itself. This is not your everyday freezer party. You can practically hear the steer mooing as you consume the burger. The cool, crisp lettuce and tomato balance the power of the smokehouse Burger, which would soon come to be one of my favorite Gambier meats.

“I’ve really been enjoying

From page 1

we’ll finally be satisfied.”

Another of Gocial’s policies to be modified is the Party Policy, which has been changed to the Let’s Party Policy.

“So if you register a closed party, under the new policy Safety officers will bring a case of Pabst Blue Ribbon to the location immediately,” explained Gocial. “It’s an open party, well, you’d better hold on to your hats, because I’m going to come down to help the party out, Tammy style.”

Other College administrators are mostly happy with Gocial’s changes. “I’ve been trying to tell Tammy to loosen up all year,” said President S. Georgia Nugent, nursing her third whisky sour of the afternoon. “Now that whatever those amazing young Greeks did has changed her perspective, I think we can finally start to have a little fun on this Hill of ours.”

“I agree,” said Chief Business Officer Dave McConnell, who was then reminded to speak only when spoken to.

Collegian in an exclusive inter-

view. “I personally know a Com-

munity Advisor who wrote up freshman year and I’ve witnessed him steal redbugs from MiddleGround at least three times.”

Though Chase told the Col-

legian he “doesn’t like to play dirty,” he said Kenyon students should ask themselves if they want their Student Council president to be a serial prospie-flirt.

Chase claims Newman took “a 10.5 ring.” With the use of her All-stus accused him of having brought scabies to campus. He retaliated by sending out pamphlets that said Newman’s Shock Your Momma costume wasn’t nearly “shocking” enough, and clearly represented a lack of school spirit.

“I’ve really been enjoying watching them duke it out,” Marc Richardson ’11 said, “but they’ve been clogging up my e-mail box. I mean, I kind of miss the all-stu wars about really pointless stuff like which Pokemon character is best. Now everyone only writes All-stus about the candidates, and I was called ‘unpatriotic’ when I used an all-stu to ask for a ride to the airport.”

On the Web

• The last issue of the year, we typically lower our journalistic standards.

Online, however, we have continuing (and serious) coverage of the Peirce Hall and Senior Dinner controversy.

Radioactive scabies reinvade campus

By Holly Schott

Resident Scabie

The Kenyon College Health Center has temporarily closed in response to a novel strain of scabies, according to Nurse Practitioner Rebecca Metcalf. “Honestly, we’ve never seen anything like this before,” she said. “We had so many students come in with two, threefoot scabies, and we just don’t have the facilities or resources to accommodate them.”

Metcalf has been working with several members of the science faculty who declined to comment, but have pinpointed the source of the outbreak. “We’re pretty sure the scabies started in the freshman quad; mono and pregnancy have weakened most of the students’ immune systems, so they were extra-susceptible,” she said. “As for the remarkable size of the bugs, we think the rampant cell phone use may have exacerbated the problem... maybe even created a radiation-like effect.”

Callie Mine-LoShun ’11 was one of the students affected by the scabies, and said that she blamed her roommate for the infection. “I like, she uses her cell phone all the time,” said Mine-LoShun.

“I agreed,” said Chief Business Officer Dave McConnell, who was then reminded to speak only when spoken to.
Alex Boivin, guitar hero extraordinaire

BY JEMIMA PUDDLEDUCK

Kenyon College really good at sports

The American Kenyonian

Player of the Week:

The Alex Boivin Burger at Anne Dorff's Greasy Spoon in Land of 10,000 Lakes, MN.

WWW.ROADFOOD.COM

The Alex Boivin Burger at Anne Dorff’s Greasy Spoon in Land of 10,000 Lakes, MN.

“Binge Drinking of TV hogging he finally started to large, sausage-y fingers to press the one for anything he ate or drank.

I don’t think this Easy mode is very easy at all,” lamented Boivin at the time.

“Kings.” According to Copy editor Monica Kriete ’11, Baughman want editorial duo after attempting to make the 10 commandments because of the association that could be made with the 10 commandments and then have the Jack card indicate categories by default. According to Arts and Entertainment Editor Emmy Fletcher ’11, Cunningham resisted this proposition because he felt that a stronger link could be established between the Jack card and its connection with royalty, thus the imposition of rules. In his proposed game-play, the 10 card would be categories.

“Just grabbed Andrew’s neck by del Fuego. Morale boosted, the team began to _______ in ear- back from Campus Safety, Editor-in-Chief Dayne Baughman ’08 and Managing Editor Andrew Cunningham ’08 were both found dead in the Collegian office yesterday evening, apparently having strangled one another. Those privy to the event explain that the incident was the result of an altercation that arose between the editorial duo after attempting to establish rules for the drinking game “Kings.” According to Copy Editor Monica Kriete ’11, Baughman wanted to make the 10 card indicate rules, because of the association that could be made with the 10 commandments and then have the Jack card indicate categories by default. According to Arts and Entertainment Editor Emmy Fletcher ’11, Cunningham resisted this proposition because he felt that a stronger link could be established between the Jack card and its connection with royalty, thus the imposition of rules. In his proposed game-play, the 10 card would be categories.

When it comes to Guitar Hero, Alex Boivin ’09’s got game.

“I don’t think this Easy mode is very easy at all,” lamented Boivin at the time.

Kenyon team really good at sports

Fiction:

Collegian mourns loss of senior staffers
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The Guy That Doesn’t Put The Toilet Seat Down
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